Year One Home
Learning
Week 3 1.3.16
This week we have
been learning…

* to measure liquid into different sized containers and understand what full, half
full, nearly full and empty means in relation to capacity and volume
* to identify and write questions by using a question mark in the correct places
and question words: what, where, when, why, how

* to discuss what is right and wrong and share reasons for our answers

* to observe paintings of seascapes and practice mixing colours to create our own
version

For home learning you can…
Continue to practice your counting skills – 2s, 5s and 10s.
Practice making different containers full and half full with liquid or rice
Draw or paint what you imagine a pirate would see from the deck of their ship

Have a great weekend Year One!

Phonics Home Learning
In Kirsty’s Phonics group we have been reading and writing the tricky word have
and we revisited /oa/ - boat. We have also been reading and writing CVCC words
like tent.
In Ashleigh’s Phonics group we have been practicing the digraphs /ph/ - dolphin,
/ew/ - threw, /wh/ - wheel and /ir/ - birthday. We have been reading short
passages and circling words with these sounds in. We have also been reading the
tricky words water, where, who and looked and making up sentences with these
words.
In Peggy’s class we have been reading and writing the tricky words people, asked
and their. We have also been revisiting alternative spellings for the phoneme /ee/
-/ea/ and /ey/. We have been writing sentences containing these sounds.
In Nyashia’s Phonics we have been learning alternative spellings for the phoneme
/or/ - /aw/, /au/, /al/, /our/, /augh/, /ough/ and /a/ (draw, launch, walk, pour,
caught, thought, tall). We have also been rehearsing previous alternative spellings
of phonemes, so we can confidently write sentences using those words.

